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We investigate correlated electronic transport in single-walled carbon nanotubes with two intramolecular tunneling barriers. We suggest that below a characteristic temperature the long-range nature
of the Coulomb interaction becomes crucial to determine the temperature dependence of the maximum
Gmax of the conductance peak. Correlated sequential tunneling dominates transport yielding the power
law Gmax / T end-end 1 , typical for tunneling between the ends of two Luttinger liquids. Our predictions
are in agreement with recent measurements.
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with end-end  2end .
In this Letter, we propose that a novel tunneling
mechanism, correlated sequential tunneling (CST), gives
rise to the power law (2). It originates from the finiterange nature of the Coulomb interaction in SWNTs and
replaces conventional uncorrelated sequential tunneling.
It dominates resonant transport at low temperatures and
strong interactions. CST leads to a renormalization of the
intrinsic linewidth of the resonance, which is reflected in

an increase of Gmax with increasing temperature. In contrast, UST would predict the opposite behavior [14]. A
good agreement with the experimental results [7] is
found.
We describe an individual metallic SWNT with two
buckles by the Hamiltonian H  H0  HB  Hext . Here,
H0 characterizes the one-dimensional homogeneous wire
including the finite-range electronic interaction. Metallic
carbon nanotubes possess two gapless one-dimensional
bands [1,2] with Fermi velocity vF ’ 8  105 m=s [7],
which dominate the low-energy physics. In the bosonized
representation, one finds [2]
Z
X
hv

H0 
dx F @x #a 2  @x a 2
2
a ; ; ;
Z
Z
1
dx dx0 @x # x Vx  x0 @x0 # x0 ; (3)


containing three sectors of neutral excitations (a 
;  ;  ) propagating with vF , and one sector of
charged excitations (a  ). The charge sector is characterized by the nonlinear dispersion relation !k 
vF jkj1  V^ k =hv
 F , where V^ k is the Fourier transform of the screened Coulomb potential projected onto
the x direction Vx [17]. In our approach, the nonlinear
dispersion is crucial, since it modifies the low-energy
properties of the dynamics. The two tunneling barriers
at x  x0 =2 are
P modeled by a scattering potential
Ux

U
leading to HB 
B
 x  x0 =2
R
dxUx x . Here, x is the total electron density
and backscattering has to be included. Upon introducing Na  p2
#a x20  #a  x20 and na  p2
#a x20 


x0
4kF x0
#a  2   a; , HB provides an eight-dimensional
sinusoidal potential for the tunneling dynamics associated with the variables Na and na [8]. Physically, eN =2
counts the unit charges transferred through the dot, while
en is the total charge accumulated on the dot.
Likewise, N and n are related to the difference of
spin fluctuations between both leads, and to the deviation
from the mean value in the dot, respectively. The analogous interpretation for N ; n and N ; n holds.
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Electronic correlations have been predicted to
dominate the characteristic features in single-walled
metallic carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) [1,2], which has
recently been observed in experiments [3–5]. The onedimensional nature of the electronic conduction bands
reveals itself in typical Luttinger liquid [6], rather than
Fermi liquid behavior. The manipulation of individual
nanotubes with an atomic force microscope permits the
creation of intratube buckles acting as tunneling barriers
[5]. Recently, SWNTs with two intramolecular buckles
have been reported to behave as room-temperature singleelectron transistors [7]. At low temperatures, the thermal
electronic energies are smaller than the level separation
between the discrete energy states of the island, and
tunneling occurs via these discrete levels. Resonant
tunneling in Luttinger liquids has been investigated theoretically by many authors [8–12]. The one-dimensional
nature of the correlated electrons is responsible for the
differences to the quantum Coulomb blockade theory for
conventional, e.g., semiconducting quantum dots [13].
Varying the gate voltage results in a sequence of conductance peaks. In the (uncorrelated) sequential tunneling
(UST) approximation the temperature dependence of the
maxima of those peaks follows the power law [11]
Gmax / T end 1 ;

(1)

with end being the density of states exponent for tunneling into the end of a Luttinger liquid. However, recent
experiments [7] suggest a different power law,
Gmax / T end-end 1 ;

(2)
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Finally, the gate voltage VG and the bias voltage V give
rise to the term Hext  eV=2 N  VG n , where
  CG =Ctot , with CG the gate capacitance and Ctot the
total capacitance of gate and island.
The relevant observable is the asymptotic tunneling
current I  limt!1 2e hN_ t i, where h. . .i denotes the expectation value determined via the reduced density
matrix (RDM). The latter is obtained by tracing out
exactly the Luttinger modes away from the barriers
[18]. The diagonal elements of the RDM are given by
the conditional probabilities PNf ; t; Ni ; t0 of being in the
final state Nf : fNa;f g; fna;f g at time t, having started
from the state Ni at time t0 . Then, we find
X
e
N ;f P_ Nf ; t; Ni ; t0 : ef  b ;
(4)
I  lim
2 t!1 Nf
with f=b being the total rates for forward/backward
transfer of charge. In turn, after exploiting the detailed
balance relation b V  e eV f V , the linear conductance follows as G  limV!0 e2 f . Here,  1=kB T
is the inverse thermal energy.
In general, the conditional probability PNf ; t; Ni ; t0
can be evaluated exactly in terms of a multiple real time
path integral involving forward Na ! [na ! ] and
backward Na0 !0 n0a !0 paths [10]. The effect of the
bath modes #a x  x0P
=2; ! enters via the influence
0
functionals
F

expf

a  Na ; Na g, and F  
P
0
0
expf a  na ; na  C na ; na g, where the phases
Zt Zt
q; q0 
d!
d!0 q_ !  q_ 0 !0
t0

t0

 fW a !  !0 q_ !0  W a !  !0 q_ 0 !0 g
(5)
induce nonlocal-in-time correlations among different
tunneling transitions. The correlation functions read [18]


Z1
Ja !
h !
a
i sin!t ;
W t 
d!
1 cos!t coth
2
!2
0
(6)
with the spectral
densities [10] Ja !  !e!=!c 1=2 
P1
E =h m1 !  $ m  =4 for the neutral sectors
(a  ;  ;  ). Here, we have introduced a cutoff
frequency !c , and $ m  E 2m  1 =h,
 $ 
E 2m=h.
 Finally, E  hv
 F =x0 is related to the
energy quantization of the neutral plasmon modes in
the dot. In [7], E > kB T also at room temperature.
For the charged sector the spectral density reads J ! 
K !n ! i!  0 =h,
 where
4v Z 1 1 coskx0
;
(7)
dk 2
K !n 1  F
h

!n  !2 k
0
and !n are the Matsubara frequencies. For an arbitrary
finite-range potential the spectral densities J ! cannot
be evaluated analytically. In general, as in the zero-range
case, Vzr x  V0 x , the leads contribute an Ohmic
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spectrum at low frequency: lim!!0 J !  J ! :
J' !  !=g , where g2  1  V^ k  0 =hv
 F . Theoretical estimates as well as experiments show that typical
values for g range between 0.18 and 0.26 in SWNTs
[1– 4], being well below g  1 for noninteracting
electrons.
As a consequence of the finite-range interaction, a new
energy scale arises which introduces two qualitatively
new features: (i) The -shaped resonances for the zerorange limit turn into resonances of finite height and with
an intrinsic linewidth / 1=g ; cf. Fig. 1. (ii) The new
parameter g1
 is defined from the low-energy relation
lim J !  J ! : J !  !=g :

!!0

(8)

For ease of calculation, we assume a potential Vx 
V0 a=2 expajxj [17], with a being the inverse screening
length [a ! 1 yields the zero-range interaction limit
V0 x and implies g1
 ! 0]. The numerical results for
this potential are shown in Fig. 1. Note however that, as
shown below, our main conclusions are independent of
the precise shape of the potential. Finally, C provides a
quadratic local-in-time contribution proportional to the
addition energies E  E =2 for the neutral sectors,
and E  K  !n  0 for the charge plasmons.
Of foremost importance is how to evaluate the forward
rate f . In the large barrier limit, the dynamics is ruled by
well-separated tunneling events between the adjacent
minima of the periodic potential in HB . Each tunneling
event induces the change Na ! Na 1, and na ! na
1. In particular, N ! N
1 describes one discrete
charge tunneling through one barrier from left to right
(  ) or vice versa (  ), while n ! n
1 describes a
unit charge tunneling onto/out of the dot. Each tunneling
event through the left (right) barrier contributes a factor
30
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FIG. 1. Spectral densities J'= ! =! for finite interaction
range (a  200x1
0 ; g  0:23) with !  E =". Left inset:
Enlargement of the low frequency part. The important parameter is 1=g  lim!!0 J ! =!. Right inset: Contributions to
the effective linewidth tot and - , with the latter being
originated from the finite range of the interaction (see text).
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iL iR , where L  R is the associated tunneling
amplitude. To proceed, we express the double path integrals over the paths Na ; Na0 and na ; n0a as single path
integrals over paths along the states of the RDM in the
Na ; Na0 and in the na ; n0a planes. According to the
boundary conditions, all paths start and end in diagonal
states of the RDM, making intermittent visits to offdiagonal states; cf. Fig. 2. Because of the strong
Coulomb interaction (g < 1), the relevant paths are those
for which the system is back to a diagonal state after two
tunneling events [18]. We focus on the linear regime
(V ! 0), so that either n  n or n  n  1 units of
charge are allowed in the dot in the stationary state [8].
The current (4) is then expressed as a series expansion in
the tunneling amplitudes R=L . To lowest order, the forward rate is divergent. The divergent term reads
!
3
2 2 Z1 Y


L
R
f;4  lim
d!i e!2 S' !1 S' !3 cosh+
13
!0
8
0
i1
 cosR
13 cLf !1 cRf !3  cRf !1 cLf !3 ;

(9)

where !i denote the time intervals elapsed between the
different tunneling events. Then, !2 is the time spent in
the intermediate diagonal state. We use the notation
c !  cosR' !  E; ! , where the energies are defined as EL;f n  1n  1  eV=2 and ER;f n  1 
1n  1  eV=2.
Here,
the
chemical
potential reads 1n  1  E n  n0  CG VG =e  1=2 
3=2 E  2n1  2n , with n0  4kF x0 = being the
mean electron number on the dot. Moreover, n  0
( 1) for an even (odd) number of spins in the dot. The
correlations are encapsulated in S'= ! and R'= !
being theP real and imaginary parts, respectively, of
a
a
W'=  a W
W
. The long-range nature of the
Coulomb interaction is reflected in the correlators +
13
and R
13 , inducing dipole-dipole correlations between the
tunneling events across the left and right barrier; cf. Fig. 2.
To be definite, +13  S !1  !2  !3  S !2 
S !1  !2  S !2  !3 , and R13  R !1  !2 
!3  R !2  !3  R !1  !2  R !2 . Here,  
 if the interaction is between tunneling events through
different barriers, while   ' if events through the
same barrier are involved. Because of (8), the correlators

(a) CST1
(Nρ , Nρ )

WΣ W∆
WΣ

(b) CST2
(Nρ , Nρ )

WΣ
W∆
WΣ

(Nρ −2, Nρ −2)

(Nρ −2, Nρ −2)

FIG. 2. Lowest order correlated sequential tunneling (CST)
paths in the N ; N 0 plane for the transfer of one charge
through the island corresponding to Eq. (9). Filled circles
denote diagonal states of the reduced density matrix.
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associated to W behave as S ! ! kB T!=g h,
 and
;
R ! const at long times. Hence, +;
!
0
and
R
13
13 !
a
a
0 when !2 ! 1. The functions S and R associated with
the neutral sectors are purely periodic with frequency
E =h.

To cure the divergence of the fourth order rate, we have
to sum up divergent irreducible terms of higher order.
Therefore, appropriate approximation schemes are required. We make the following approximations: (i) We
consider only higher order paths which yield the UST
result for vanishing interaction range. (ii) We neglect the
dipole-dipole correlations +'
ij due to g  1, but keep
the correlations +
among
the
inner dipoles up to linear
ij
order. (iii) We consider a large cutoff !c (scaling limit),
and neglect the correlations R;
ij . The sum over the soobtained higherPorder irreducible paths yields for the
f;2n
total rate f  1
a finite result. It can be obn2 
;
;
tained from (9) upon replacing +
13 ! 3+13 , R13  0,
and  !   -. Here - can be interpreted as a linewidth,
i.e., -  tot  - ,Rwhere tot  Rf  Lf  Rb  Lb ,
S' ! c ! are the incoherent
and   2 =2 1

0 d!e
rates for forward/backward tunneling through the
right/left barrier EL;f n  EL;b u  1 ; ER;b n 
ER;f n  1 . In contrast, - is the lowest order correction to the linewidth due to the finite-range interaction. It
reads at resonance (E;  0)
- 

3
2R 2L Z 1 Y
tot
d!i eS' !1 S' !3 e !2
4
0 i1
;
 sinR' !1 sinR' !3 +;
13 cosh3+13 : (10)

The incoherent rates yield at resonance to the power law
; / T end , where end  1=geff  1, and 1=geff 
1=g  3 =4. In the limit +;
13  0 one recovers the
known UST rate [11,12] f  Rf Lf =tot / T end , which
implies the power law (1) for Gmax . While tot decreases
with decreasing temperature, - remains constant.
Hence, depending on geff a crossover temperature T  can
be identified, with kB T  =h!
 c  - =dgeff 11=geff =2
2
2
with dgeff   j1=2geff j =!c 1=geff . For T < T  ,
the power law (2) follows. Because of the nonlinearity of
the spectral densities J'= ! , we are able to compute the
triple integral numerically only for rather large inverse
screening lengths a, since then the correlators W'= !
are well fitted by those of a damped harmonic oscillator.
1
The result for a  200x1
0 , yielding g  0:087, is
shown in the right inset of Fig. 1 for g  0:23. Turning
to the experiment in [5] we should include a typical
screening length a1  3–5 nm. For a dot length x0 
25 nm it corresponds to values a ’ 10x1
0 . However, due
to the strong asymmetry of the peaks of the spectral
densities J'= at a ’ 10x1
0 , a numerical evaluation
of - is no longer possible. In the following, we assume
a  200x1
0 .
We now compare the outcomes of (9) with the experimental results [7]. Induced buckles on a SWNT define an
196402-3
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FIG. 3. Conductance maximum Gmax (right) and integrated
conductance G (left) as a function of temperature. Solid line:
theoretical prediction with E  23 meV and interaction
strength g  0:23; 䊏, experimental results [7]; dashed lines:
power laws; see Eq. (2). Left inset: A single conductance peak
for varying gate voltage for T  4:4, 20, 30 K. Right inset:
Peak width versus temperature.

island of 25 nm length. We include the contact influence
via the Landauer formula, in which the total tube conductance is convoluted with the Fermi distribution from
the Au leads. With typical Luttinger parameters in the
range g  0:18–0:26, the agreement between the measured data and the theoretical prediction is very good
upon choosing g  0:23, leading to geff  0:54. The
comparison is depicted in Fig. 3 together with the power
law (2). Note that cotunneling events, which should dominate the tails of a conductance peak [9,10,19], are not
considered here. The absolute value of Gmax is fitted by
the parameter L=R (we have chosen h!
 c  9E ).
Importantly, we find a very good agreement between
theoretical and experimental results for kB T  E
with the only one relevant free parameter g .
In the regime kB T ’ E , we observe a deviation from
the power law due to the contribution of excited plasmon
levels which become thermally accessible, as well as due
to a crossover to the UST limit. The result of our simple
model with two -shaped tunneling barriers is fitted to
the data. We find x0  71 nm (E  23 meV) which
agrees well with the measured value of x0  25 nm. A
smaller value for x0 shifts the onset of the deviation only
from the power law to higher temperatures. Indeed, the
measured height profile of the buckle region suggests that
the real scattering potential is more complicated. However, our central result, namely, the algebraic behavior at
low temperature, is not affected by the precise shape of
the impurity potentials. We also fit the theoretically predicted lineshape of a conductance peak to the measured
data as displayed in the left inset of Fig. 3 and find  
196402-4
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0:25, which coincides with the experimentally determined value. We measure the width of a calculated conductance peak and find that it increases linearly with
increasing temperature, in agreement with the measured
data (right inset of Fig. 3). To underpin the algebraic
behavior, we also show in Fig. 3 the conductance G
obtained by integrating the linear conductance over the
gate voltage. Because of the linear increase of the peak
width with temperature, the exponent of the power law is
increased by one, in clear agreement with the experiment.
In summary, we have shown that the finite range of
Coulomb interaction can play a crucial role in the resonant tunneling in one-dimensional quantum dots.
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